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On the 3rd of December 1968, the Dutch minister of Economic Affairs Leo de Block was met by an
awkward-looking Saint Nicholas in The Hague. The holy man presented the administrator with a large
heart made out of cane sugar. Members of Parliament received – less flamboyant, but all the more
practical – small bags of cane sugar. These gifts were part of a larger manifestation through which
activists called attention for the cane sugar campaign, which had started two months earlier.1 The
stated goal of the campaign was to render visible the ‘structure of world trade disadvantageous to
developing countries’ through the use of sugar as a telling concrete example.2
Why should we be interested in the pranks of a group of Dutch activists with an appetite for cane
sugar? First of all, the cane sugar campaign was one of the earliest instances of a fair trade initiative
in Europe. Its focus on changing the structure of international trade was unparalleled by other
initiatives which are now cited as early appearances of the fair trade movement, such as the arts and
crafts-shops in the United States and the Oxfam campaigns in Great Britain.3 The cane sugar
campaign was also the immediate precursor to the founding of so-called world shops, in which
several products produced in developing countries could be purchased in order to support those
countries both practically and symbolically. This model of action would become a huge success
within the Netherlands and would be fruitfully exported to cities around the world during the 1970s.
The cane sugar campaign is also an interesting case, because it demonstrates how citizens positioned
themselves within a postcolonial world. It was a direct reaction to the stalling of the negotiations
within the framework of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),
which were instigated in 1964 on behalf of the new postcolonial states and their allies at the United
Nations. The campaign constituted an early reaction by citizens to the process of European economic
integration, which was at least partly driven by the need to come to terms with a postcolonial world
order.4 The Common Agricultural Policy, which was a cornerstone of the European Economic
Community (EEC), contributed to the stalling of the UNCTAD-negotiations during the spring of 1968
by encouraging the production of sugar within the EEC and fixing its price, by inserting an additional
negotiating level, binding the European participants at the UNCTAD-conferences, and by regulating
the relations of EEC-countries with former colonies of these countries separately from the relations
to other sugar producing countries.
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Finally, the cane sugar campaign is a telling case precisely because of its failure. Third World-activists
attempted to internationalise the Dutch campaign at the beginning of the 1970s, but did not manage
to mobilise notable support and media attention to these attempts. This failure is all the more
notable, because all the ingredients for a successful internationalisation seemed to be in place: the
sugar trade was a distinctly international phenomenon. Sugar was in fact one of the few commodities
for which a functioning international trade framework was in place at the end of the 1960s. The fact
that the trade was regulated both at an international and at a European level would guarantee
activists a common framework.
Europe has not figured prominently in the histories of social activism in the 1960s and 1970s. Neither
has it received much attention in the analyses of fair trade activism. The eye-catching social
movements of the 1960s and 1970s addressed issues which were only distantly related to concurrent
main areas of European integration. Accounts of the history of fair trade have focused on its global
pretentions and their local and sometimes national translations.5 Nevertheless, post-war European
integration had rendered Europe a relevant frame of reference for civil society actors by the 1960s.
This relevance is clearly visible in the history of trade unions.6 Scholarship on the history of the
consumer movement has also illustrated the importance of Europe for relatively new forms of social
action.7 ‘If Europe is becoming a polity (…), sooner or later ordinary citizens will turn their claims and
their forms of contentious politics beyond their borders and toward this new level of governance’,
Douglas Imig and Sidney Tarrow have remarked of the effect of European integration on social
movements.8 Thus, a movement taking aim at the structures of world trade during the 1960s and
1970s Europe has to be expected to not just take Europe as a relevant frame of reference, but also
develop activities and organizations on that level. Such Europeanisation of fair trade activism proved
much more difficult than could have been expected.
Why then did the attempts to spread the campaign across the Dutch borders fail? The answer to this
question can be found in a more differentiated view of ‘globalisation’ and ‘Europeanisation’ as spatial
frameworks for social action: the rise of frameworks for the governance of global and European
trade did not simply rise as separate, new frames of reference. On the contrary, they forced citizens
to find new balances between local and translocal spaces.9 Therefore, the new relevance of the
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global and European frameworks provided by global trade regulation and European economic
integration did not automatically provide activists with a common frame of reference. The actions of
the citizens affected by the shifting balances between the local, the national, the European and the
global level did not just make European and global institutions more visible in the daily lives of the
citizens affected. Activities such as the cane sugar campaign also show how these frameworks at
once functioned as integrating and disintegrating factors among European citizens.
It is in this ambivalence of Europeanisation that the answer to the failure to ‘export’ the cane sugar
campaign can be found. An analysis of the history of the cane sugar campaign from the first United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development in 1964 to the debates about dissolving the
campaign in 1974 demonstrates that Europeanization was a fundamental part of establishing the
local, nationals and transnational relations of European citizens, rather than a mere reaction to
globalization.

Bringing global trade home
The impulse to strife for a reform of the structure of global economic structures came from what was
by the 1960s being called the ‘Third World’. Taking up a pre-war traditions of anticolonial struggle
and pan-Africanism, the leaders of countries from Asia, Africa and Latin-America discussed their
position in a world order now dominated by the Cold War.10 Instead of a divide between the East and
the West, these countries proposed to view global relations in terms of a divide between the North
and the South.11 Assuming their economic dependence on industrialised nations to be one of the
crucial factors hindering their own development, these countries channelled their joint political
weight into international politics. As a result of decolonization in the 1950s and 1960s, the states
willing to associate with this movement increased rapidly. During the 1960s, they could muster a
majority of votes at the United Nations.12 Aided by this majority, they adopted a UN-resolution to set
up the UNCTAD-conference for 1964, insisting in a following resolution that this conference should
take steps in the direction of self-sustaining growth for developing countries.13 Raúl Prebisch, the
Argentinian economist who became the face of these attempts at economic reform, restated the
expecationts of the developing countries more bluntly at the opening of the 1964 UNCTADconference in Geneva: ‘It’s either reform, or your necks’.14
The call to provide developing countries with a fair chance within the postcolonial global economic
structures resonated with several European groups, which had been devoting their attention to
issues such as emergency relief, the problems of development, transnational solidarity, and notions
of global citizenship. The struggles for emancipation by Third World countries inspired them and
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forged new connections between different radical groups throughout Europe.15 Their frustration
about the lack of results achieved through intergovernmental negotiations was the immediate cause
for the attempts to bring about fair trade for developing countries through selling cane sugar.
Neither the UNCTAD-conferences of 1964 and 1968, nor the more limited attempts to negotiate
about single commodities, brought about manifest improvement. Whilst Western observers had at
first assumed the cumbersome negotiations were the result of the lack of interest for the fate of the
developing countries16, many of them became convinced that Western governments were in fact not
willing to do anything for poorer countries which would hurt their own immediate interests.17 This
unwillingness to many was epitomised by the refusal of EEC-member states to consider their
common trade policies in the light of the interests of developing countries. Positioning themselves as
citizens in a postcolonial world thus necessitated relating to the process of Europeanisation.
One strategy to which activists from the nascent Third World movement turned was to bring the
issue home to the general public.18 ‘The political unwillingness of the rich countries has been
exposed’, the activist Piet Reckman concluded. ‘Isolated actions to achieve a little increase in the
budget for development aid are no longer meaningful’, he continued. ‘After New Delhi, we have to
find a completely new strategy. They in the south. We in the north.’19 In the north, this new strategy
would have to aim at changing public opinion by targeting not just politicians and administrators, but
individual consumers as well. ‘It’s about sugar and cacao. Including therefore any consumer of these
commodities of world trade.’ By demanding to buy the products which were kept from the European
markets by import tariffs and subsidies for European products, regular consumers would be able to
make a difference. ‘At least by taking at face value what we have always been told: “The customer is
king”’, Reckman exhorted. ‘Well then, the customer king from now on demands cane sugar from his
grocer.’20
A group of Amsterdam students ambitiously took up these ideas brought forward by Reckman and
others. Sugar had been one of the commodities brought forward time and again as an example of
colonial exploitation and the following postcolonial trade inequality.21 In the 1960s, it was also a
product which could, when imported from developing countries, make a real difference to their
economic situation.22 Their first attempts to sell cane sugar among students were well-received,
emboldening them to form a committee which would plan a large-scale campaign starting in the fall
of 1968. After finding a wholesaler to provide them with the required amounts of cane sugar,
gathering support from prominent figures such as the economists Jan Tinbergen and Gunnar Myrdal,
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and devising promotional material, the committee was all set by the end of the summer.23 On the
30th of September the campaign officially commenced. Local action groups were provided with
several ways to draw the attention of the public to the issue of cane sugar, and therewith to the
inequalities of world trade. ‘The aim is to bring about a change of mentality, which will force the
government, facing a new attitude among its citizens, to choose the side of the poor countries in
international negotiations’, the campaign brochure stated.24
The crucial role of the EEC was acknowledged from the start by these activists. The brochure which
informed the public about the issue took clear aim at Europe right from the start: ‘They receive 15
cents per kilo of sugar, we pay 60 cents per kilo of sugar on export subsidies’, it stated. ‘The EECcountries should admit the cane sugar producing countries to their markets’, the authors of the
brochure continued.25 The well-documented pages considered the role of the EEC extensively. The
attitude of the EEC-members during the UNCTAD-negotiations on sugar had been ‘bewildering’
according to the activists. They had demanded a special position for the EEC regarding production
subsidies and import tariffs. Moreover, the subsidizing policy and the protectionism pursued by the
Community encouraged overproduction of European sugar producers, even as producers in
developing countries were depending on their sugar exports to provide them with a dire-needed
income. The EEC therefore acted ‘strongly inward-looking, selfish and short-sighted’, the authors
concluded. In their view, the Dutch government carried part of the blame, at once claiming to want
to help developing countries whilst hiding behind its membership of the EEC during crucial
negotiations.26
The cane sugar campaign thus aimed to reconfigure the relationship between local and translocal
spaces. Rather than focussing on one particular dimension, the inequalities of the world trading
system which were discussed at the level of UNCTAD and the EEC were related to the half-hearted
approach of the Dutch government and finally to individual Dutch citizens, who could purportedly
make a difference by demanding cane sugar at their local grocer.
However, this interpretation was contested from several directions. In the first place, Dutch sugar
producers countered the brochure published by the campaign committee with a brochure of their
own. This publication, of which 50.000 were sold and another 120.000 distributed for free27,
regarded the problem of inequality in the global sugar trade as a problem beyond the reach of Dutch
consumers. Sugar prices on the world market were extremely volatile and on average too low to
make a profit for producers, due to the dumping of large amounts of subsidized produce. Under
those circumstances, the EEC-policy to stabilize prices within the Community did not deserve to be
criticized. What was needed according to the Dutch sugar industry, was a more effective system of
global regulations, including a fund to buy up surplus production and to facilitate modernize sugar
production and diversification in developing countries.28
The participants in a radio debate on the campaign were more nuanced in their views of its
limitations. Notably, even Henk Manders, the spokesman for the Dutch beet sugar producers, noted
that his clients disapproved of the existing EEC-policy and its effects on developing countries.
However, could Dutch citizens make a difference for sugar producers in these countries? Eduard van
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Hengel, one of the campaign’s initiators, argued that by participating, citizens could pressure their
own government to take action on the matter. Widespread support for the campaign would provide
Dutch officials with the backing needed to take a firm position during international negotiations.
Manders replied that the action could very well have adverse effects, because the public would
mistake the symbolic nature of the campaign with an attempt to provide immediate aid to sugar
producers in developing countries. This was misleading, because most of these countries imported
sugar themselves. Moreover, the sugar sold by the Dutch campaign was, Manders insinuated,
probably produced in South Africa, which was neither considered a developing country, nor very
popular for its politics.29 His second concern pertained to the marginality of the campaign. Only a
very small part of the world trade in sugar was conducted through the world market. A campaign
which would have little practical effect and simplified its subject matter beyond the pale would most
likely leave participants disillusioned and unwilling to contribute to future attempts to improve the
situation of developing countries.30
The labour politician Henk Vredeling was more positive. He approved of the way in which the
campaign encouraged citizens to take action themselves. This might result in more awareness about
the inequalities of world trade. Still, he did not expect these local activities to bring about change in
the short turn, because he deemed the possibilities of Dutch officials who were addressed minute.
The Dutch minister of Agriculture had been among the most critical of the EEC agrarian policies, but
had until then been unsuccessful in his attempts to improve it, he noted. Therefore, Vredeling
suggested that the campaign could above all be criticized for failing to approach a European issue on
a European scale: the campaign should be internationalized to have a chance of being effective.31

Towards a European campaign
The proliferation of the cane sugar campaign across European countries was actively attempted by
the Dutch activists from early on. In January 1969, the campaign’s secretariat drafted an English
letter which summarized the goals, the concept and the practical opportunities to participate in the
campaign. This first letter was sent to around a thousand international relations of the several
organisations which participated in the Dutch campaign.32 From then on, such letters were regularly
updated and sent out across Europe. By the end of 1970, the activists proudly presented the results
of their attempts in the Netherlands to those interested abroad. They claimed that the campaign had
received a lot of attention both nationally and abroad. The key publication issued by the activists had
sold 40.000 copies in Dutch and German, and the consumption of cane sugar had doubled since
1968. On the other hand, the political pressure exerted by the campaign had only been ‘moderately
successful’. Although the Dutch Parliament had expressed sympathies for its goals, it had not
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undertaken any concrete actions. European Parliament and the EEC Commission had considered the
issue as well, without consequence.33
Seeing as though political pressure had not produced satisfying results, the Dutch campaigners
deemed internationalisation essential: ‘Changes in the EEC sugar policy are unthinkable unless there
is political pressure in the other member countries as well’, they urged those who received their
letters. By then, the coordinating committee estimated around 2000 international contacts had
received information about the campaign. The attempts to export the initiative across the Dutch
border had sorted some effect. For example, in 1969, the World Council of Churches in cooperation
with the oecumenical Committee on Society, Development and Peace recommended the initiative as
an example of how churches could become involved in action for economic justice.34 In 1970, the
campaign had been taken up in Great Britain, whilst relations in Belgium, France, Italy, Germany and
Denmark were purportedly also considering participation.35
The ‘Working-Congress of Action-Groups on International Development’, which was held in Egmond
aan Zee at the beginning of April 1970, saw a more direct attempt at internationalisation. The
conference brought together some eighty activists from all over the world, though mainly from
Western Europe. Its stated aim was to bring about ‘internationalised development action’. The
keynote address was delivered by the well-known Latin-American trade union leader Emilio
Maspéro, who stressed the need for action against international capitalism by activists in the ‘rich
countries’, where the head of the capitalist serpent was to be found.36 Amidst debates about several
aspects of development action such as education and political pressure, liberation movements and
strategies for development, the viability of internationalising the cane sugar campaign was discussed
in a section on consumer action.
As the campaign was discussed with an audience including delegates from both European and
developing countries, several complicating factors were identified. First, the appalling conditions of
workers procuring sugar cane were pointed out, just as the fact that most of the production was
controlled by European firms. The campaign would thus have to include attempts to pressure these
firms in order to improve the working conditions in the sugar cane industry. Secondly, if the
production of cane sugar was indeed controlled by Western firms, an increase in profits on cane
sugar would not benefit the people of developing countries. A third concern brought forward was
that if the production of sugar in Europe would not be decreased, substituting the European
consumption of beet sugar for cane sugar would lead to a dumping of the European sugar surplus on
the international market, resulting in lower prices for cane sugar as well. Therefore, the campaign
would have to aim at reducing the production of sugar in Europe in order to achieve its aims. Fourth,
it was objected that the campaign would strengthen the economic ties between unequal partners.
The dependency of the weaker partners in this relationship had been exposed during earlier
economic crises, during which their products and services had been less sought after. In other words,
development action should aim to increase the independence of developing countries, not their
dependence on rich countries.37
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Despite this critical appreciation of the campaign, the meeting ended by discussing the concrete
possibilities for its internationalisation. First of all, the participants agreed to exchange information
relevant to the campaign. Secondly, they agreed to pursue actions to pressure the EEC-members to
sign the International Sugar Agreement, which they had not done up till then due to the incongruity
between the aims of the international deliberations and the EEC-policy on sugar production. Third,
the applications of four new members to the EEC were deemed an issue deserving joint action in
order to prevent these countries from gaining admission ‘at the expense of underdeveloped
countries’. Possibly, the international coordination of the campaign could be entrusted to a new
Third World Center, which was to be set up in Geneva with the help of the World Student Christian
Federation.38 In the end, the participants both agreed on the need to find an institution capable of
coordinating international activities, and on the desirability to focus on sugar as a first topic of joint
consumer actions.39
Although a European secretariat for a large-scale campaign never materialised, the attempts at
spreading the campaign across Europe met with some success. In November, British activists from
the World Development Movement presented Prime Minister Edward Heath with a heart of cane
sugar. With this gift, they wanted to call attention to the fate of the sugar producers within the
British Commonwealth. Due to England’s planned accession to the EEC, the cane sugar imports to
England from Commonwealth countries such as Barbados, Jamaica, Fiji and Mauritius were
threatened to be substituted by the sugar surplus produced within the EEC.40 At the same time, local
groups distributed leaflets and over 200.000 packets of cane sugar among the public, held sugar
tasting competitions, and addressed their Members of Parliament on the subject. 41
The protest against the effects of gaining admission to the EEC for sugar cane farmers demonstrate
how the opposition against joining the EEC forged an unstable amalgam of – among others –
conservative nationalists, Commonwealth business interests, trade unionists concerned about job
security in Britain and Third World activists pragmatically trying to salvage the privileges of former
British colonies.42 This coalition was especially uneasy for the latter activists, who found themselves
cooperating with business representatives they would usually oppose. According to Clifford Longley
of The Times, the World Development Movement was quietly supported by the Commonwealth
Sugar Exporters’ bureau and its powerful director John Southgate. 43 The paradoxical situation by
which Third World activists thus chose the side of the sugar industry, trying to uphold a system of
preferences based on colonial ties lead to bitter controversies within the movement.44
The protests in British cities thus were considerably different from the cane sugar campaign in the
Netherlands. Although they focussed on the same product and took aim at the role of the EEC as
well, they above all aimed at securing the interests of Commonwealth countries. Whilst Dutch
38
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activists hoped to achieve a worldwide restructuring in the production of sugar – shifting the weight
from beet to cane sugar production and from Europe to developing countries – their fellow
campaigners in Britain aimed at maintaining the preferences for members of the Commonwealth.
Commenting on the dissimilarities visible in these related protests, one author concluded that ‘the
illusion that the EEC contributes anything to unifying Europe, let alone the world, is already very old
and very worn down.’45 Nevertheless, activists in the Netherlands supported the initiative by sending
a letter to the Dutch prime minister, urging him to consider the position of developing countries
within the framework of the talks about the admission of new countries to the EEC.46
Not much pressure was needed, however, to persuade the British government to place special
emphasis on the future of the Commonwealth sugar production within the EEC. Next to New Zealand
dairy products, sugar was a crucial issue for government negotiators.47 To the dismay of many cane
sugar activists, the Commonwealth countries accepted the result of these negotiations, thus drawing
off much of the momentum of their campaign.48 The British cane sugar campaign thus was both
successful and largely redundant regarding the issue of the EEC-negotiations. Even though the
interests of Commonwealth sugar producers were a vital interest in the negotiations, leading to a
substantial commitment by the British government to import cane sugar in the years following its
admission to the EEC, Europe remained a prime culprit in the protesting activities of the World
Development Movement. A nationwide advertisement in 1972 called on the public to ‘Help turn
Europe inside out’, because it – among other things – denied free entry to cane sugar to developing
countries. Europe was ‘keeping them poor’ by its trade policies, whilst the British government
neglected the interests of the poorer members of the Commonwealth.49
The coalition with those critical of British EEC-membership and the World Development Movement
could therefore persist beyond the process of negotiations. The issue of cane sugar remained
valuable to the movement both as a concrete bond between their campaign and the workers in the
sugar industry, and as a highly visible example of the inequality of international trade. Moreover, it
was was relatively easy to find support, because the interests of British workers and those in
developing countries could at least rhetorically be united, whilst a foreign ‘Europe’ could be
presented as the main problem. In 1973, members of the movement joined workers of the cane
sugar refining company Tate & Lyle in a march of about 2000 people to protest the fate of cane sugar
in Britain after its receiving EEC-membership. The protesters united behind slogans like ‘keep the
cane’ and ‘beat the beet’. Whilst the workers were primarily concerned with their own job security in
an industrial branch which had come under increased pressure by Common Market regulations,
World Development Movement-activists stressed the needs of workers in developing countries, who
also depended on Britain importing sugar cane.50
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Low on sugar
The need to start activities quickly in Great Britain due to the ongoing EEC-negotiations had spoiled
the plan originally voiced at the congress in Egmond aan Zee to initiate an international campaign at
a coordinated date. Nevertheless, West-German members of Aktion Selbstbesteuerung set up a cane
sugar campaign for the fall of 1971.51 Elaborating on their plans in a letter, Werner Gebert of that
organisation recalled how Dutch activists had presented their initiative at the international congress
and proposed to transform it into an international campaign in order to effectively challenge the
sugar policy of the EEC. Even though British fellow activists had had to start their campaign earlier,
the international campaign remained desirable according to Gebert, precisely because the sugar
trade was a subject concerning all EEC-member states. Moreover, the focus on sugar would raise
awareness of international inequality among the general public and help those affected by this
inequality to better understand its nature.52
The optimism about launching the cane sugar campaign in West-Germany was shared by fellow
activists in the Netherlands. The main Dutch publication on the campaign was quickly translated into
German, whilst the developments in Germany were enthusiastically commented: soon, the
Ruhrgebiet would be turned into a Rohrgebiet, they announced to their compatriots.53 However, the
ambitions voiced by the initiators inadequately matched their means, as Gebert himself noted in his
letter. The members of the preparatory group planned to sell or hand out bags of cane sugar,
accompanied by informative flyers, eye-catching posters, possibly also street theatre and audio
messages. However, just the packaging and distributing of a sufficient amount of cane sugar to
support such an undertaking were not available at the time of writing in early 1971. Attempts to
bring large organisations in as participants had failed. Gebert stated that he expected churches, trade
unions and large charity organisations to be interested in participating based on the goals these
organisations subscribed to.54
Even though the initiative drew interest from several sides, the cane sugar campaign appears to have
been crowded out by other initiatives and lacked the support of resourceful organisations. Members
of the Aktion 3. Welt Handel, who coordinated many initiatives to promote fair trade with the aid of
the main churches, signalled that they had no capacity to participate.55 Among the leadership of the
protestant churches, the question whether such local initiatives should be supported to promote
development was only decided in 1973.56 Many likeminded activists were sympathetic to the
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initiative, but this did not translate into tangible financial or personnel support.57 Still, the campaign
mustered around 10.000 signatures for a petition addressed to the Federal Ministry of Economic
Cooperation.58
Considering these difficulties, it must have been quite a surprise to hear the cane sugar campaign
suddenly mentioned in the Bundestag. On the 16th of June 1972 the West-German minister of
economic cooperation Erhard Eppler had to answer questions on the issue. Gerd Ritgen, a Christian
Democrat expert for agricultural policy, demanded to know whether the Eppler’s department had
subsidised Aktion Selbstbesteuerung to help set up a cane sugar campaign. Eppler replied that funds
had been provided to Aktion Selbstbesteuerung, but not for this campaign. Ritgen then asked Eppler
whether he regarded sugar a product fit to exemplify that relations between developing countries
and the EEC had to be changed. His answer was telling for the fate of the campaign. Although
sugarcane was indeed a product which could easily be produced by developing countries, Eppler
noted, the EEC had already decided to allocate no more agricultural plots for producing beet sugar,
so that developing countries might cover possible rises in demand for sugar. Moreover, although the
sugar industries in developing and developed countries had severely competed over sugar markets
during the 1960s, the global sugar market had been marked by scarcity and sugar prices accordingly
notably risen during the last years.59
The circumstances which had made cane sugar appear as an ideal subject with which to illustrate the
imbalances of global trade had evaporated around the turn of the decade. First off, there was little
room to pressure European governments. EEC-governments themselves were critical of the creation
of surpluses subsidized through the EEC’s agricultural policies. During the 1970s, a possible shortage
of sugar was the bigger concern for these governments. As a result, the EEC continued to buy large
quantities of cane sugar from developing countries after the entry of United Kingdom in 1973 and
after the renegotiations with the associated developing countries in 1974. Second, the skyrocketing
prices at the sugar market made consumers in EEC-countries beneficiaries of the existing sugar
regulations. In 1968, consumers could be roused by the notion that they were made to pay prices
which were well above those at the world market. During the 1970s, the contrary was true: sugar
prices within the EEC were markedly lower, whilst the sugar shortages which were felt in other parts
of the world were also kept at bay.60
A third problem with sugar as a focus for Third World activism was the relatively unique position the
product held in world trade. Not only was sugar one of the few products for which effective
international market regulations were in place. It was also one of the few primary commodities
which during the 1970s did yield a good return on the world market. It therefore failed to illustrate
one of the main problems of developing countries, which usually had to sell their primary
commodities at steadily decreasing prices, therefore paying relatively increasing prices for the
industrial products they imported from richer countries.61 As the developmental ideal of an
international division of labour – which would have an increase of international interdependency to
the benefit of all – was replaced by the ideal of national autonomy and the accompanying
diversification of national production branches, the focus on importing cane sugar from developing
countries gradually lost its appeal.
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These developments naturally also detracted from the enthusiasm to keep the cane sugar campaign
going in the Netherlands, where the campaign had been much more successful. Other factors were
just as influential in eclipsing the campaign in the first half of the 1970s. In some ways, it became the
victim of its own success. Many Dutch participants had broadened their perspective by way of
founding world shops, which had entered the scene in 1969. Like the cane sugar campaign, these
shops combined the practical selling of products from developing countries with attempts to raise
awareness for their situation. The world shops quickly became very popular. In 1970, ten world shops
joined forces in a national organisation, which already had a 120 members in 1972.62 Many of these
world shops continued to sell cane sugar, but this was only a small part of a wide range of different
activities deployed by local world shop groups.
A strong focus on sugar also seemed less and less attractive, as the exhaustive attention to the
subject brought to light several complications. For example, much of the cane sugar sold in the
Netherlands turned out to be imported from Surinam, then still a part of the Dutch commonwealth.
There was all the more reason to be critical about this relation, because the sugarcane plantation
was owned by a Dutch company, which thus benefited from the campaign more than Surinam
workers did.63 A group of agricultural students from Wageningen which was particularly active in this
debate pointed out that selling cane sugar from developing countries would only make farmers in
those countries more dependent on the West, whilst it also pitted Dutch activists against farmers in
their own country, although these were also victims of a capitalist mode of production.64
The critique of the cane sugar campaign left many world shop activists in doubt. Many of their
customers were happily buying cane sugar, which thus remained a suitable product to attract
attention the problems of developing countries. At the same time, their increased knowledgeability
about the subject discouraged many activists from wanting to sell the product.65 Some of the
initiators of the campaign even publicly announced their decision to terminate their participation in
1974.66 Others considered the product only to be suitable for a distinct phase of raising awareness,
and therefore wanted every local group to consider for themselves whether they wanted to continue
to sell it.67
In 1975, one possible solution to this dilemma was found in the riet-biet-aktie, or cane-beetcampaign. Thus, in Amstelveen, a group of activists offered up cane sugar and beet sugar for sale in a
local shopping centre. Their lay-out was accompanied by noticeboards informing the shopping public
about the reasons in favour of and against buying cane sugar. In conversations ensuing with passersby as a result, the group members attempted to make clear how farmers in developing and
developed countries were both victims of the capitalist system.68 Seen from this perspective, the
differences caused by the varying local and national perspectives which had hindered the emergence
of a unifying outlook across different countries was eclipsed in favour of a perspective in which
people across the globe were uniformly seen as suffering from exploitation by capitalists. Even
though this view was able to set aside local and translocal differences, the ideological radicalism and
the lack of nuance implied was rejected by many fair trade supporters in what had overwhelmingly
started as a reform-oriented movement.
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Learning from failure
Europe thus was an important frame of reference for fair trade activists engaged in the cane sugar
campaign since the 1960s, first and foremost because the EEC determined to a large extent the
structures within which trade with developing countries took place. The activists not only frequently
referred to Europe in their local and national campaigns, they also attempted to set up a Europewide organization and campaigns on a European scale. These attempts, however, failed. In part, the
failure to set up a cane sugar campaign on a European scale was due to the changes which took place
in the global sugar trade during the early 1970s. Nonetheless, the EEC continued to limit imports
from developing countries and implemented a trading system which heavily favoured former
colonies of member states. More importantly, then, an explanation for the failure to set up a
European cane sugar campaign has to regard the ways in which Europe as a frame of reference was
intertwined with other frames.
The developments in Great Britain may serve to illustrate the integrating and the disintegrating role
Europe could play as a frame of reference. There, the battle against the EEC united those focused on
the potential loss of jobs in Britain with those concerned by the trading position of the developing
countries in the Commonwealth. At the same time, the relations of British activists with development
advocates from developing countries was complicated by the issue of the EEC, not just because the
British activists claimed a special position for developing countries from the Commonwealth, but also
because activists from the latter countries regarded such a position a neo-colonial arrangement. The
distinct timetable and of the British negotiations to join the EEC impeded the coordination of a cane
sugar campaign on a European scale, which had been tentatively planned for 1971.
In the Netherlands and in West-Germany, a critique of ‘Europe’ at first united fair trade activists with
a broad field of politicians and interest groups who were also critical above all of the European
agricultural policy. These criticisms predated the initiative for a cane sugar campaign, and could only
successfully be translated into social action after the initiators of the cane sugar campaign developed
the means to turn this European issue into a local issue as well. By distributing cane sugar at local
events and by encouraging people to buy cane sugar in local stores, the public was invited to engage
with the consequences of European trade policies for developing countries and to take active part in
challenging these policies. This focus on local activities was a key to the success of the campaign in
the Netherlands, but might have been one of the causes for the failure to set up an effective
European organization.
Lastly, the opposition to European beet sugar production brought Dutch and German activists into
conflict with beet sugar producers in their own vicinity. Oftentimes, the farmers planting sugar beets
at close sight did not so much appear as people trying to stave of development, but above all as
people working hard to make a living. Such local encounters made the demands for transforming
Europe’s trading structures if favour of farmers in developing countries harder to maintain. In
reaction, some activists turned to the deterritorialised notion of international capitalism as the
enemy holding people all over the world ransom. However, it was presumably the neglect of local,
national and regional differences of this perspective which caused it to convince only a small group of
radicals.
Thus, the relation between local, national and transnational frameworks has proven crucial for
understanding the dynamics of social activism. Local activism aimed at influencing national,
European and global trade policy in an attempt to express solidarity with people in developing
countries. Europeanization, then, did not just shape economic relations between economic parties
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within and outside Europe, but also encouraged disconcerted citizens from all parts of world to
connect. Their actions brought Europeanisation and globalization home by making worldwide
economic relations visible in daily life.
Although Europeanisation provided activists across Europe with a shared frame of reference, this did
not automatically imply a unified perspective for social movements. The perspectives of different
local and national groups of activists continued to interlink local and several translocal frameworks.
Europeanisation was not a mere reaction to globalisation, but can be seen to have been a
fundamental factor in establishing the local and translocal relations of European citizens. However,
Europeanisation – or globalisation for that matter – cannot be regarded simply as new translocal
frameworks replacing others. These processes have to be analysed as reconfigurations of local and
translocal spatial frameworks. Europe has proven to be a crucial element in this reconfiguration for
fair trade activism since the 1960s, but at the same time: It’s not just about Europe, sugar.
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